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Chapter 1 : Research - English Literature, Language and Linguistics - Newcastle University
Introduction The master's degree in Research in Language and Literature Teaching is one of only a small number of
educational programmes that address this subject as a discipline in its own right.

Professional essay, research paper, midterm writing help 20 Easy Research Paper Topics for English Most
students have to produce papers on the English language or literature at some point, but few are passionate
enough about these subjects to pick a deep and complicated one to explore. If you are looking for a topic that
is easy to write and rich in material, here are twenty ideas: Origins of the English language. The assimilation
of Anglo-Saxon dialects into those of early British tribes. The Roman influence; similarities and differences
with continental Germanic languages. The effects of Viking raids on its development. The impact of the
Norman Conquest. The influence of the Industrial Revolution. Cross-cultural influences of the English
language. The origins and development of a particular English dialect: Gender controversy in modern English.
The correct use of nouns and pronouns in situations where gender is unclear. The relationship between the
increasing role of women in the public sphere and gender changes in the English language. Challenges of
learning English as a second language ESL. This topic may especially appeal to you if English is actually your
second language. The imagist movement in English literature. The differences between literature of the North
and the South. Contributions made to English literature by Indian writers. Female writers in English literature.
Scottish writers in English literature. Irish writers in English literature. Presentation of women in literature.
Compare and contrast female characters in old and new books, or conduct a case study on a famous female
character. The sociological and political impact of a particular book. Explore the story of a famous book that
has been banned from school libraries, e. Identify and evaluate the reasons for its removal. Such a
controversial topic will arouse the interests of readers.
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Chapter 2 : Research Topics in English Literature | Owlcation
In my opinion, research methods for language and literature studies are more closely related to Qualitative Research
Methodology rather than Quantitative Method.

Contact Author Ideas for Writing Papers Research topics on English Literature initially start off broad and
then narrow down and you come up with your thesis. Using any of the research topics listed to the left gender,
comparisons, historical background, politics, and religion can take you almost anywhere. Your topic can grow
and completely change as you research. Choosing the literature topic is just the key to getting started. Finding
and researching a good topic on English Literature takes time and patience. The easiest way to get an idea for
that next research topic on English literature for your essay is to start broad and then work toward making it
more specific and interesting for your readers. Here are a few examples of research topics in literature to get
you started for a more extensive list of research topics in literature, please check out the link that can be found
at the bottom of this article: Gender roles How are the roles of men and women portrayed in the novel? Are
they distinctly different? Do they have equal rights? What gender expectations do they follow or fight against?
Comparisons between genres How does each genre tell its story? What are the differences and similarities
between the two? Is one more effective than the other? Historical background Who is the author and what is
their story? What is the significance of this novel in the time it was written? How does it reflect the society
and beliefs of its time? Politics What issues in politics does this novel address? Religion How is this novel
religious? What beliefs is it promoting or questioning? Comparisons between two characters This can be
between characters in the same novel or two different ones. How are their differences and similarities
important to the novel? Comparisons between two novels If the novels seem completely different but
represent the same genre or come from the same time period, this may be something you want to explore.
Allusions within the novel What are some significant allusions within the novel? These could be religious,
refer to other novels or authors, etc. How is this important to understanding the novel and its place in English
Literature? Criticism What are some of the most notable criticisms out there? What is your response and how
does it compare to other critics out there? Symbolism What are important symbols in the novel? How are they
significant? English Literature Research Projects The following can also be used for any other type of research
projects for English Literature where you need to find your own topic. Researching for an English Literature
essay can be tough but finding a topic you are really interested in helps make it easier. Have no fear; although
it is time consuming and stressful work, it is possible to turn all that work into something fun, as long as you
choose the right topic in English literature to write about. The key to going out with a bang with a fantastic
Capstone is to choose something you actually care about. Of all the aspects of this project, choosing the right
research topic is absolutely key. Choose the wrong one, and you may not meet the requirements or, worse, you
may dislike it enough to have to change it halfway through the class. For the first time in four years, teachers
are giving you the reigns and having you decide what you want to write about. No more prompts telling you
what to do, except for the guidelines for your project, and no more focusing on one aspect of a novel that the
prof tells you to. Basically, we looked at how the novel developed into what we see as a novel today,
considering how writers presented and executed their works of fiction, who influenced them, and how they
influenced others. We also looked at literary techniques such as psychological realism and the differing roles
of men and women in the formation of this most popular form of writing. My class was focused on topics such
as psychological realism and gender roles so this is something that I kept in the back of my mind as I read
through the novel I chose to research. Look at the prompt for your English class and see what sticks out to
you. After reading through the required reading in my class, I decided to veer away from novels of formal
realism and go into the Gothic realm with M. Not only do I love Gothic literature, but this was a great way for
me to draw comparisons with the books of the same period without doing the same old thing we were doing in
the classroom. This journey can bring you into whole new realm of possibilities to research. I decided to focus
on chastity within the novel and how the gothic novel portrays male and female chastity versus the novels of
formal realism. This English literature research topic took a lot of work to get to. The best way initially is to
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write down a broad topic to research and then list any information relevant to that topic. Then go through and
see what interesting conclusions you can make from the information. Looking at gender, how are males
portrayed versus females? Looking at genre, how is the gothic novel different from a formal realism novel?
For my own example, I could have asked myself "what is gothic" or "how did eighteenth century England
define chastity? Writing Research Essays in Literature What is the most difficult part in writing a research
paper in literature?
Chapter 3 : Universitat de Barcelona - RESEARCH IN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE TEACHING
It also includes the language used in the classroom, specifically the use of a target Language and Literature Research
|18 language, information gap, sustained speech, reaction to code or message, incorporation of preceding utterances,
discourse initiation, and relative restriction of linguistic forms.

Chapter 4 : Current Issue - The Criterion: An International Journal in English
By way of introduction I have been Librarian for Literature in English at Yale since , serving principally as library liaison
to the Yale English Department and building our collections in English language and world literatures in English.

Chapter 5 : Research - Department of Language and Literature - NTNU
Research in English Language and Literature. The Department of English Language and Literature has a thriving
research culture, and is internationally renowned for its innovative and groundbreaking work.

Chapter 6 : Language and Literature â€” Mercer University Library
Research Journal of English Language and Literature (RJELAL) is an open access journal that provides rapid
publication (quarterly) of articles in all areas Related to English Language and Literature of the subject.

Chapter 7 : Research - Department of English Language and Literature | University of South Carolina
Research topics on English Literature initially start off broad and then narrow down and you come up with your thesis.
Using any of the research topics listed to the left (gender, comparisons, historical background, politics, and religion) can
take you almost anywhere.

Chapter 8 : IB English A: Language & Literature: Research questions
The Research Excellence Framework (REF) assessed the quality of research in the School. English Language and
Literature at Newcastle has been ranked 3rd in the UK in the REF and was ranked 1st for impact.

Chapter 9 : English Literature Journals|Open Access|ARC Journals
About this journal. Language and Literature is an invaluable international peer-reviewed journal that covers the latest
research in stylistics, defined as the study of style in literary and non-literary language.
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